Dji phantom 3 parts diagram

Credit Rules Jump to the last page. Login Register. Uploading and Loding Picture I might be
going completely crazy and have missed something obvious But can anyone point me towards
where I would find an exploded parts list for the P3S. I keep being told about part xx Is there
such a thing? Twitter Facebook Favorite Like 4. Use props. DJI-Paladin Offline. DJI team.
GeorgeDonovan Offline. So it looks like we are allowed to buy them and make DJI rich but not
know whats inside!! JustGoThere Offline. Second Officer. Every single RC aircraft I've had over
the years, has exploded views of the craft so you can replace parts. What's the big secret with
Phantoms? It's somewhat insulting actually JustGoThere Posted at Every single RC aircraft I've
had over the years, has exploded views of the craft so you can replace This frustrated me as
well, so I took the time to put together a parts list. PM me with your email if you would like a
copy. I can't fathom why DJI doesn't supply this. PM me with your email DJI-Ken Offline. The
parts that are user changeable on a Phantom are listed on the DJI website, for individual
internal parts DJI does not recommend changing yourself as this is a complicated aircraft and if
not repaired correctly could cause a crash and injury. There are actually a few videos on
YouTube that show a complete breakdown and rebuild of a Phantom 3 Professional if anyone is
interested. One guy has a 5 part series showing every step. Just do a YouTube search.
Obviously this will void your warranty if you do this yourself, so there's that. C Offline.
GeorgeDonovan Posted at So it looks like we are allowed to buy them and make DJI rich but not
know whats inside!! BobBob Offline. C Posted at Haha, let me know if you can get an official
exploded parts diagram from iPhone or Canon about their products. It's just standard practise.
RedHotPoker Offline. Exploded drone view? Hahaha We aren't even privy to the full contents of
a firmware or Go app update Genghis9 Offline. Nor are we privy to operating our property with
full control using its full capability Haha tell me where Ford keeps you from driving as fast as
the car can go, as far as it can go, or without having to sign in to Ford. Phantom One Offline.
Genghis9 Posted at Nor are we privy to operating our property with full control using its full
capability They should be sued. Like there are parts in an IPhone that could be replaced. Not
even close to comparison DJI, try again. What a goof. Montfrooij Offline. RedHotPoker Posted at
You can replace the screen, battery, and many other components of an iPhone or iPad See my
local guy here DrFix. Phantom One Posted at Yeah ok, you saying you need an exploded view of
the parts to replace a battery.. Like I said, NO comparison. I would like to add drones and a
hobby similar to rc cars. Most people that have hobbies like these prefer to do their own work.
As for iPhone repair not so much a hobby as a business however i test my broken one down
and save the parts like cameras Wi-Fi cables screens digitizers just to see if i can Frankenstein
my own together. So that's my view. WayneMHK Offline. Ohgiver Yahoo. Advanced Bold Text
Color Upload. You need to log in before you can reply Login Register now. GeorgeDonovan
Offline GeorgeDonovan lvl. Yes I agree it is silly! I wonder if anyone has done a full tear down
and posted all the interesting stuff? Haha, let me know if you can get an official exploded parts
diagram from iPhone or Canon about their products. BobBob Offline BobBob lvl. I want to know
what is the exact part number of the motors of my phantom 3 standard. Could you please give
me the part number? On your web page you have the E only. It is not clear what part is for what
drone or submodel. Thanks in advance for your kind answer. Wish I had read this forum before
purchasing a DJI, never again though.. What a goof You can replace the screen, battery, and
many other components of an iPhone or iPad Same thoughts here. Although there are many
reasons to like a company who will share this So DJI could make themselves even more popular
by doing this! Yeah ok, you saying you need an exploded view of the parts to replace a battery..
Have you ever even seen an iPad battery? Do you know how to unlock the screen from the back
plate? Anyway, apples to oranges Not my concern. You can just send it in for repair Hope for
the best drone return. We could argue, or agree to disagree. I would love a copy. You are
running an older browser. Please upgrade your browser for better experience. This app is
optimized for iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus. Shot on DJI. Short Film. DJI Pro. Integrated Systems
Maximum efficiency for next-level filmmaking Inspire 2. Public Safety. About us. DJI Agriculture.
Agras MG Series Comparison. Repair Services One-stop aftersales service for worry-free
repairs. Services Plans Comprehensive care services providing peace of mind. More Services
Master your product with these guides. Proceed to Checkout. Login Register. Top Downloads.
DJI Apps. DJI Assistant 2 Series. DJI Assistant Series. Other Software. Mavic Series. Spark
Series. Phantom Series. Matrice Series. Zenmuse Series. Osmo Series. Ronin Series. Inspire
Series. DJI Goggles. Agras Series. Flight Controllers Series. Propulsion Systems Series. ESCs
Series. Video Transmission Series. Software Services Series. Accessories Series. Other
Products. Phantom 3 Standard The most accessible intelligent flying camera ever built!
Requires iOS 8. Requires Android 4. Firmware Phantom 3 Standard Firmware Fixing electrical
wiring, a lot more than any other household project is about safety. Install an electrical outlet
properly and it's since safe as it can be; install it improperly and it's potentially deadly. Which

why there are several regulations surrounding electrical cabling and installations. Typically the
rules can be complicated, for certain, and sometimes complicated, even for master electricians,
but there are basic concepts plus practices that apply at almost every power wiring project,
specifically the kind that DIYers are certified to tackle. Dji Phantom 3 Wiring Diagram from
forum They might include a multimeter, a non-contact voltage metal detector tests the warmth
of wire without touching it and a blend sheath and wire stripper. Being equipped with the right
tools will help you be prepared for anything throughout the electrical switch electrical wiring
process. The black wire, on the other hand, is the hot wire and goes into the hot terminal, the
one opposite the neutral terminal. Knowing the difference between the wire connections will
allow you to wire your home appropriately and steer clear of the high volts of swapping the
neutral and hot. There are wire extensions available if you finish up cutting them short, but the
wiring will work better if it is intact. Luckily, there are extra-large plates available at hardware
stores that you can use to cover your switches. They tend to be only slightly more expensive,
but also last longer. A good way to tell a quality switch or outlet is by the reputation of a
back-wire feature. Make sure to test the voltage of wires and circuits before touching them.
Testing electric components with tools such as a line sniffer or a multimeter think if they are
safe to touch or if an electrical current is flowing through them. Always test before touching.
Searching for tutorials how to wire a mild switch is a great way to learn more about how
precisely to obtain. You must be logged in to post a comment. Facebook Tweet Pin. Test the
voltage Make sure to test the voltage of wires and circuits before touching them. Leave a
Comment Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Requires iOS 8. This app is
optimized for iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus. Android Version v3. Requires Android 4. This switch,
called the Flight Mode Switch, allows you to toggle different flight modes: P-mode, or
Positioning mode, indicates that both GPS and the Vision Positioning System are active and
your Phantom 3 will attempt to stabilize using both. Only the barometer is used for stabilization.
By default, only P mode may be used. Refer to your user manual for instructions on unlocking
the other modes. The Phantom 4 Pro V2. Shot on DJI. Short Film. DJI Pro. Integrated Systems
Maximum efficiency for next-level filmmaking Inspire 2. Public Safety. About us. DJI Agriculture.
Agras MG Series Comparison. Repair Services One-stop aftersales service for worry-free
repairs. Services Plans Comprehensive care services providing peace of mind. More Services
Master your product with these guides. Proceed to Checkout. Login Register. Video Tutorials.
Load more. Firmware Phantom 3 Professional Firmware v1. You expressly agree that your use
of, or inability to use the firmware is at your sole risk. FAQ 1. What is the difference between the
Phantom 3 Professional and the Phantom 3 Advanced? The biggest difference between the
Phantom 3 Professional and the Phantom 3 Advanced is in the camera. The Phantom 3
Professional is capable of shooting spectacular 4K video at up to 30 frames per second, and the
Phantom 3 Advanced is capable of shooting at resolutions up to 2. Both models shoot 12
megapixel photos. The cameras that come with both models are permanently attached.
Attempting to remove, replace, or modify the camera may damage the product and will void
your warranty. While the Remote Controller charger and Intelligent Flight Battery charger have
been integrated into one unit for your convenience, it is recommended that you only charge one
item at a time. We recommend that you never charge both items using the same charger at the
same time. Refer to the manual for more information. The signal transmission distance will vary
depending on environmental conditions, but the Phantom 3 series can reach distances of up to
3. The app will detect which aircraft is connected and automatically adjust accordingly. You can
then select a template and a specified number of clips, which are automatically combined to
create a short film that can be shared immediately. By default, the Remote Controller is set to
Mode 2. This means that the right control stick controls the movement of the aircraft and the left
control stick controls the throttle and orientation of the aircraft. This is only recommended for
advanced users. The Phantom 2 Remote Controller is not compatible with the Phantom 3. The
Phantom 3 uses an all new Remote Controller that operates at 2. The Phantom 3 uses a newly
designed Intelligent Flight Battery with greater power. The Phantom 3 has a 4 cell battery with a
capacity of mAh and a voltage of This is normal. After you attempt to power off the Intelligent
Flight Battery, it may remain on for a few seconds as any video data is saved to the Micro SD
card. This helps prevent your data from being lost or corrupted. No, there is no need to buy a
separate Remote Controller. Your Phantom 3 comes with a Remote Controller that is already
linked to the aircraft. The included Remote Controller can be used to control both the aircraft
and the gimbal tilt at the same time. Flight times will vary depending on environmental
conditions and usage patterns, but the Intelligent Flight Battery is designed to provide up to 23
minutes of uninterrupted flight time when fully charged. Do not remove the Micro-SD card from
the camera. If it has been removed, place it back in the camera. Turn the Phantom 3 on and wait
approximately 30 seconds as the video file is restored. You may need to adjust the settings of

your mobile device. If the Pilot app has not been granted access to your albums, the photos and
videos cannot be synchronized. Hover the aircraft over a flat, level surface. Slowly pull the
throttle stick down until the aircraft touches the ground. Every battery is tested prior to being
packaged and shipped. This affects the discharge time of a new battery and is the reason that
the discharge time is not zero. The battery is safe to use. For Your Attention:. The Phantom 3
Professional is no longer in production. For the latest in DJI technology, please view our
product recommendations below. FCC Compliant: 3. The Phantom 3 Professional has been
certified by Apple in their Works with iMovie and Works with Final Cut Pro X programs, so you
can edit 4K without worry whether you are a professional or shooting for fun. Quick Links.
Prepare for your first flight by reviewing the Phantom 3 Professional Quick Start Guide and refer
to the User Manual for more detailed information. All Rights Reserved. Page 5: Product Profile
Product Profile This section introduces the Phantom 3 Professional and lists the components of
the aircraft and remote controller. Page 6: Introduction Vision Positioning System allows the
aircraft to hover accurately in place. An enhanced sensor gives you greater clarity, lower noise,
and better pictures than any previous flying camera. Attaching the Propellers: Mount the
propellers with black nuts on to motors with black axes and spin counter-clockwise to secure.
Page 9 [9] Camera Settings Dial Turn the dial to adjust camera settings. The aircraft will then
automatically return to the last recorded Home Point. Users are advised to return home or land
the aircraft immediately when prompted. The main components of the Vision Positioning
System are located on the bottom of your Phantom 3 Professional; No further action is required.
Vision Positioning is typically used in indoor environments, where GPS is unavailable. The grey
and black nuts on the propeller indicate where they should be attached and in which direction
whey should spin. To attach the propellers properly, match the nut color with the motor axis
color. It should only be charged using an appropriate charger that has been approved by DJI.
Keep the battery indoors to warm it before flying in low temperature environments. For more
information about the battery, launch the DJI Pilot app and check the information that is listed
under the battery tab. Page 20 Do not charge the Intelligent Flight Battery and remote controller
with standard charger at the same time, otherwise the charger may overheat. Always turn off the
battery before inserting it or removing it from the Phantom 3 Professional. Never insert or
remove a battery when it is turned on. Page Remote Controller Remote Controller This section
describes the features of the remote controller and includes instructions for controlling the
aircraft and the camera. Follow the steps below to turn on your remote controller: 1. Push left to
fly left and right to fly right. The Phantom 3 Professional will hover in place if the stick is
centered. Gimbal Dial: Turn the dial to the right, and the camera will shift to point upwards. By
default, the Flight Mode Switch is locked to P-mode. Press the button on the side of the mobile
device holder to release the clamp, and then place your mobile device into the cradle. Adjust the
clamp down to secure the mobile device. Page Linking The Remote Controller The remote
controller is linked to your aircraft before delivery. Linking is only required when using a new
remote controller for the first time. Follow these steps to link a new remote controller: 1. Turn
on the remote controller and connect to the mobile device. Launch DJI Pilot app. Turn on the
Intelligent Flight Battery. The remote controller is ready to link. The Remote Controller Status
Indicator blinks blue and a beep is emitted. Available picture shooting modes include burst,
continuous, and time-lapse mode. A live preview of what the camera sees can be monitored on
the connected mobile device via the DJI Pilot app. Two pins have been mounted prior to
shipping. If new or additional pins are required, see the diagram below. You can also configure
various camera parameters from the Camera page. These settings allow you to modify flight
limits, perform compass calibration, and set the gain values. Page 37 Phantom 3 Professional
User Manual Record : Tap once to start recording video, then tap again to stop recording. You
can also press the Video Recording Button on the remote controller, which has the same
function. Playback : Tap to enter playback page. You can preview photos and videos as soon as
they are captured. You can then select a template and a specified number of clips, which are
automatically combined to create a short film that can be shared immediately. Discovery Sync
pictures and videos to your mobile device, view flight logs, and check your DJI account status
in "Discovery". Page Flight Flight This section describes safe flight practices and flight
restrictions. Page Flight Environment Requirements Flight Once pre-flight preparation is
complete, it is recommended that you use the flight simulator in the DJI Pilot app to hone your
flight skills and practice flying safely. Ensure that all flights are carried out in an open area.
Airports include major airports and flying field where manned aircraft operate at low altitudes.
Restricted Areas include border lines between countries or sensitive institute. Page 42 The
value of R varies on the definition of the restricted areas. When the aircraft approaches within 0.
Take off prohibited. Page Preflight Checklist 4. Gimbal is functioning normally. Motors can start
and are functioning normally. The DJI Pilot app is successfully connected to the aircraft. The

compass is very sensitive to electromagnetic interference, which can produce abnormal
compass data and lead to poor flight performance or flight failure. When flying in a new location
or in a location that is different from the most recent flight. When the mechanical or physical
structure of the Phantom 3 Professional has been changed. When severe drifting occurs in
flight, i. Phantom 3 Professional does not fly in straight line. Page Flight Test There are two
methods to stop the motors. Method 1: When Phantom 3 Professional has landed, push the
throttle down , then conduct the same CSC that was used to start the motors, as described
above. Motors will stop immediately. Release both sticks once motors stop. Page 47 Video
Suggestions and Tips 1. Go through the full pre-flight checklist before each flight. Select the
desired gimbal operation mode in the DJI Pilot app. Only shoot video when flying in P-mode.
Always fly in good weather and avoid flying in rain or heavy wind. The app will detect which
aircraft is connected and automatically adjust accordingly. This is only recommended for
advanced users. Page 51 You may need to adjust the settings of your mobile device. If the Pilot
app has not been granted access to your albums, the photos and videos cannot be
synchronized. Refer to the table below Operation is subject to the following two conditions: 1
This device may not cause harmful interference, and 2 This device must accept any interference
received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. Page 57 Phantom 3
Professional User Manual susceptible d'en compromettre le fonctionnement. This transmitter
must not be co-located or operating in conjunction with any other antenna or transmitter. Page
58 The content is subject to change. This manual is also suitable for: Phantom 3. Print page 1
Print document 58 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Credit Rules Jump to the last page. Login
Register. Parts List Wanted for Phantom 3 Advanced. Uploading and Loding Picture I crashed
my drone and need some parts. I want to do the repairs myself. Is there an exploded diagram
and complete parts list for the Phantom 3 Advanced available online? I was told by customer
support that it was in the downloads on the product page at the DJI web site. I could not find it.
Any help would be appreciated. Twitter Facebook Favorite Like. Use props. CaveDrone Offline.
Second Officer. Phantom Parts and lot of stuff click. Cetaman Offline. Aloha and Drone On!
AG0N-Gary Offline. Thanks everyone for the help. I crashed my P3 Advanced. The housing Part
30 was broken and I ordered a replacement. It is secured to the bottom of the shell with 4 small
screws and it also has 4 posts on top where the main circuit board is attached. These four posts
on mine broke off in the crash. This part does not come with the replacement shell and I have
not been able to find it anywhere on line. DJI does not show or list the part on their website.
Emails to DJI service requesting a parts diagram or info on where to obtain the part have gone
unanswered. If I could find the part number, I might be able to search a little more efficiently.
This is the part I was referring to. The red arrows are where the posts snapped off and onto
which the main circuit board is attached. The lower picture shows where it fits in the lower shell.
I purchased a crashed P3A on eBay and got the part I needed. For some reason, DJI will not
give access to an exploded diagram or a parts list. All is well, except for one motor that is much
hotter than the rest after a few minutes of flight. It should be here in a day or two. Thanks to
everyone for your help. The red arrows are where the posts snapped off and onto which
Advanced Bold Text Color Upload. You need to log in before you can reply Login Register now.
Sounds like a good job! Bad news, semi-good news. For reasons that continue to baffle me DJI
is not selling that part. Below you can find DJI Phantom 3 parts, upgrades and accessories. This
includes batteries, chargers, props, shell, landing gear, motors, gimbals, cameras and much
more for all the Phantom 3 models. The DJI Phantom 3 sure was a game changer when it came
to consumer and professional filming drones, which were reasonably priced. The aerial film
output from the Phantom 3 Professional in particular was just as good as drones which were 5
times more expensive. Even though the Phantom 4 Pro V2 quadcopter is on the market, the
Phantom 3 is still a very good drone especially as a start. Also, because, the Phantom 3 was so
popular, there are many parts, upgrades and accessories available. Please see below the great
DJI Phantom 3 parts and accessories range. Note: Check out the latest top drones with terrific
Mavic Mini bundles and Mavic 2 bundles now available. You can find more information including
Phantom 3 parts and accessories here on the DJI website. For troubleshooting issues, visit this
YouTube Phantom 3 link. This site uses cookies: Find out more. Okay, thanks. Brand
Categories. DIY Handmade. Stock Promotion. Attop toys YD. Cheerson CX. DJI Inspire 1 Drone.
DJI Mavic 2 Drone. DJI Phantom 3 Drone. DJI Phantom 4 Drone. Eleven Hobby. Feixuan Fei Lun.
Global Drone. Holy Stone. KD KaiDeng. LH Mod
mustang headlights 99 04
2009 chevy aveo ac compressor replacement
2009 camry parts diagram

el. Lucky boy. Mould King. Song Yang Toys. WLtoys RC Car. WLtoys RC Drone. LED colored
lights. RC Airplane. RC Helicopter. RC Quadcopter. Reviews - more. The kit comes Do not over
tighten prop nut or you will break off the A desirable addition to the Tool Box, all in a neat see
All good thanks linparts. If you have any questions? Click here: Contact us and we will solve
your problem within 24 hours. Displaying 1 to 35 of 82 products. Remote control transmitter
strap harness straps special lanyard neck strap remote control. Alloy shell, super antioxidant,
ultra-durable. High-strength high-strength woven nylon fiber, bold super flexible, no easy to
wound the wire to Peripheral Products - more. Remote control strap harness straps Remote
control transmitter strap harness straps special lanyard neck strap remote control. Remote
control metal rocker. Portable data line [For iPhone ipad Andrews] Alloy shell, super
antioxidant, ultra-durable. Peripheral Products - more 7. Emal: sales linparts.

